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I have given you a model to follow, so that as I have done for 
you, you should also do.   John 13:15 

Prayer Through Music & Song 

By Shelly Dau, Pastoral Council Member 

St. Augustine, an early proponent of prayer through music, 
 is credited with once saying, “ He who sings, prays twice.”   

Music has the power to communicate messages and emotions that simple words cannot capture.  It can be one of the  
most powerful forms of prayer that we can offer.   

We are certainly blessed here at St. Bart’s with a music ministry that is second to none!  Have you ever considered how 
closely the music is tied to Father Mike’s homilies?  Have you found yourself overcome with emotion hearing his words  
put to music?  That does not happen by mistake.  It is a very intentional effort to make music a prayer form that is an  
extension of the day’s readings and homily.   

Music is powerful and universal.  It unites us in ways other forms of communication cannot.  It is a beautiful form of prayer, 
and one I would highly recommend.   

From a historical perspective, the musical arts of the Roman Catholic Church rank among the greatest contributions to  
contemporary culture.  Of course, music and song existed outside the Church as well.  But, it was the Catholic Church  
that first cultivated music as we know it today.  

It should not surprise us that music has been a central focus for the Church.  Praying through music allows us to express  
our highest calling – to come together as a community to worship and praise God – in a way that no other art form can.  
Painting, sculpture and architecture certainly can spur us toward holiness, but none can unite us quite like music.  This is 
especially true of singing, which invites group participation and can often arise spontaneously around a shared sentiment.   

Singing is a natural response in times of joy, mourning, stress or relaxation – even in times of sheer boredom.  It is  
universally accessible in that if you can talk, you can sing.  

We sing so many wonderful hymns at different times during the Church year, and on different occasions.  But, for me,  
I can think of a certain hymn and it will take me directly into a conversation with God.  Music has that kind of power.   

The following is a list of songs about prayer that we hope you will find both powerful and beautiful:  

This is a very small list, but it may give you some inspiration.  Music and song provide a beautiful way to pray.   

 

A Mother’s Prayer by Rachel Aldous  
Make My Life a Prayer to You by Keith Green  
Prayer for a Friend by Casting Crowns  
Stay Right Here by Todd Vaders  
Thank You Lord by Don Moen and Paul Baloche  
The Lord is in His Holy Temple by George F. Root  
The Lord’s Prayer by Andrea Bocelli  
Sweet Hour of Prayer by William Wallford  
Lord, I Need You by Matt Mahar  
Take my Life (and Let It Be) by Chris Tomlin  
Thy Will by Hillary Scott  
Thy Word by Amy Grant  
Amazing Grace (My Chains are Gone) by Chris Tomlin 

On Eagle’s Wings  
Jesus, Hold Me Now by Casting Crowns  
Sweet Little Jesus Boy by Casting Crowns  
How You Live (Turn up the Music) by Point of Grace  
What Faith Can Do by Kutless  
I know You’re There by Casting Crowns  
I Can Only Imagine by MercyMe  
Blessings by Laura Story  
You are God Alone by Phillips, Craig & Dean  
Mighty to Save by Rachel Glennie  
I will Rise by Chris Tomlin  
At the Cross by Chris Tomlin 
How Great Thou Art by Carrie Underwood 
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